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Introduction 
Are companies actually changing the way they process T&E or just talking about it? 

The amount of companies looking to cut down on travel and daily expenses has increased significantly 

over the last two years. Development in technology has caused major change in the expense 

management domain increasing business efficiency by up to 75%. Additionally, identifying and 

controlling unwanted travel related expenses also helps in improving business growth and enabling 

employee productivity. 

 

Why there is need to automate travel and expense process? 
According to PayStream Advisors (2017), 37 percent of organizations still oversee costs physically, 

with workers (e-mail) receipts to the finance department and composing over the important data 

into spreadsheets. Of the 63 percent of the organizations who use expense software tool, Forrester 

Research (2014) gauges that the greater part still influence their employees to enter a few costs 

manually, as the automated software just in part mechanizes the detailing of costs. Just 18 percent of 

organizations utilize a TEM (travel cost administration) apparatus that fully automates the whole cost 

process. It is no surprise that T&E costs are viewed as the second most troublesome operational cost 

thing to control (Forrester Research) after payroll. 

Overseeing costs appropriately and monitoring them is a vital piece of any business. Aberdeen (2016) 

gauges that travel and expense (T&E) is the biggest cost thing for organizations after representatives' 

pay rates and wages. However, numerous organizations don't automate the manner in which they 

manage preparing and controlling costs, leaving tons of cash on the table.  

Is it accurate to say that you are hoping to lessen the expenses of your business and optimize costs? 

At that point assessing how your organization oversees costs and enhancing this procedure could 

significantly affect your association's main concern. Completely automating your cost administration 

will save your on-field representatives a lot of time rounding out cost reports, expanding consistency 

with policies, diminishing cost misrepresentation and mistakes in cost reports, improving detailing and 

increment perceivability by providing spend insights, all subsequently result in a colossal decline in 

expenses. Hardly any ventures have such an exceptional yield on what you invest on a TEM Solution.  

 

Benefits and cost of automating your travel and expense management 

 

1. Lost employee productivity:- 
 

Processing expenses manually is a time-consuming endeavour. In a company where expenses are still 

managed on spreadsheets, traveling employees must collect receipts when incurring expenses, write 

down any non-receipt items, enter the date, vendor, item category, price and currency of each 

expense item into a spreadsheet or “the system”, compile an expense report and print it, tape or 

staple the receipts to the report, sign and stage the report and mail it to the right person for approval. 

Once approvers receive a paper expense report, they must trammels each expense item has a receipt 

with info that corresponds to the expense report. Approvers must moreover trammels compliance 
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with company travel policy and double trammels indistinguishable entries, errors or other 

abnormalities. 

 

Once the report has been approved, it moves onto the written or finance department, where often 

the expense report and receipts will be checked again, without which each expense has to be inputted 

into the company’s written software or the company’s payroll system for reimbursement. It is not 

uncommon for written staff to spend hours inputting expenses, correcting errors and chasing lost 

receipts. 

 

Counting together all man-hours lost by traveling employees filling out expense reports and approvers 

and written or finance staff processing expense reports results in a massive loss of productivity.  This 

loss of productivity can hands be alleviated by using a tool that fully automates the unshortened 

expense management process: employees then snap a picture of the receipt on the go, the software 

automatically fills in the expense report based on the data “read” from the picture and checks 

compliance with visitor travel policy, managers only need to legitimatize the expense if the system 

finds any abnormalities, and all the data gets automatically inputted into the written and 

reimbursement software. 

 

2. Duplicate entries and errors 
 

Employees are only human, and so it shouldn’t come as a surprise that expense reports are full of 

mistakes. Duplicate entries, expense lines that do not correspond to the info on the tying receipts, 

empty fields, missing or ripped receipts, etc.  

A study from the Global Business Travel Association (GBTA Foundation) estimates that up to 19 

percent of all expense reports contain mistakes. These mistakes are costly, considering that written 

or finance departments have to correct the mistake or send the expense report when to the employee, 

wait for the employee to resubmit a corrected version and then review the report then and input the 

data into the written and reimbursement systems. 

Automating your expense management will profoundly reduce the number of errors in expense 

reports. Innovative expense management tools such as EME let you take a picture of the receipt when 

incurring an expense and “read” the information on the picture. This ways that employees can no 

longer lose their receipts or fill in incorrect information as the system does this for them. Duplicates 

entries are moreover a thing of the past, as the software will automatically detect these.  
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3. Expense fraud:- 
 

According to a global fraud survey of the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners’ (ACFE), the average 

business loses 5 percent of its revenue to fraud each year. Expense fraud is not only a significant 

source of leakage of company revenue, it moreover opens up your company to possible legal and tax 

problems. 

 

ACFE states that 50 percent of the fraud single-minded can be unprotected by implementing internal 

controls and checks. In some companies, random and regular checks are put in place to detect 

expense fraud, yet human tenancy is insufficient. It’s easy to miss fraudulent activities if you’re not 

looking carefully, expressly if written or finance departments have to rely on a transmission process 

that leaves them overworked. Implementing a streamlined expense management system will detect 

fraud increasingly easily, improving your companies’ financial health and freeing up the time of your 

written or finance team to perform better. 

 

A good expense management solution will help you detect fraud in multiple ways. T&E tools can 

automatically merge credit vellum statements with receipts, making it easy to trammels whether 

expenses match credit vellum spending. They moreover simplify the clearance process, making it 

easier to wield increasingly elaborate clearance rules when employees spend increasingly than usual 

or increasingly than they should. Moreover, by making it so easy for your employees to report 

expenses, missing or unreadable receipts can no longer be used as an excuse. Finally, expense 

management tools make it easy to unriddle your expense data and identify abnormalities or 

employees that spend too much. 

 

4. Happier Employees:- 
 

Finally, by automating your expense management, you will make your employees happier. Employees 

regard writing expense reports as a tedious task wasting their valuable time. Especially senior-level 

employees mutter often well-nigh the undersong of legalistic tasks. Automating your expense 

management will unstrap this problem. Moreover, employees like to be reimbursed quickly when 

paying for travel expenses out of pocket.  

Happier employees moreover midpoint increasingly productive employees. According to a study by  

professor Daniel Sgroi, happy employees are up to 20 percent increasingly productive than unhappy 

employees. When it comes to salespeople, happiness has a plane greater impact, raising sales by 37 

percent.  
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Conclusion:- 
 

The return on investment of automating your expense management should be one of the main 

internal selling points of the project of expense management automation. 

Compared to transmission expense management or partially streamlined expense management, 

deploying a best-of-class expense management tool, such as EaseMyExpense, will save you a 

tremendous value of money, lost man-hours and employee frustration. 

At the broadest level, EME covers the space in addressing three big areas. Expense Management, 

Travel Management and Analytics to support the decision makers.  

EaseMyExpense optimizes making trip requests, report creation and expense and invoice 

management. Our cloud-based services integrate the work-flow of the Finance, Control and Payroll 

Departments. 

EME gives managers never-experienced-before visibility into expenses and ensures that there is no 

negative impact on budgeting or bookkeeping. We ensure that your T&E policies are completely in 

sync with the system and expense management is no longer a hassle for your organization. 

SAP Integration with core modules like SAP FI enable smooth back end operation of our expense 

solution. Get SAP functionalities to ensure a faultless and world class T&E Solution. 

Dashboards provide an "at-a-glance" view of travel and expense spending for your department or for 

the overall company, creating the visibility that you and your management team require.  
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Use our online tool to calculate the ROI for your 

own organization. 

 

USE OUR FREE ONLINE CALCULATOR! 

 

Want to see for yourself; how EaseMyExpense can 

help you manage your Travel & Expenses faster.  

Request Demo! 

 

As a leading Travel & Expense Management Provider 

 we have helped  

leading organizations and over 2000+  

Sales & finance associates 

Submit and approve their expenses 

Seamlessly. 

Let us help you Ease Your Expense. 

 

www.easemyexpense.com  
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